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The synthesis of materials with critical dimensions of the order
of nanometers is at present an area of intense research.1 Studies of
chalcogenide systems, such as CdSe which can exist in hexagonal
(wurtzitic) or cubic (spharelitic) forms as well as polytypical phases,
dominate much of this work. In these systems, as exemplified by
CdSe, several solution-grown morphologies attract particular at-
tention: (a) close to spherical or oblate proloid particles usually of
the hexagonal phase; (b) rods, mostly hexagonal, but not exclu-
sively, growing along the unique 0001 axis of the wurtzite phase;
(c) tetrahedra based on close packing and perforce cubic; (d)
tetrapodal structures in which hexagonal legs grow on the 111 faces
of the above cubic tetrahedron.2

Small variations in experimental conditions (for example,
concentration) often lead to structures with widely differing
morphologies.2j A common factor may hence underlie the formation
of tetrapods. In all cases, the critical dimensions (other than the
lengths of rods or of the legs of the tetrapods) lie in a narrow size
range of 2-5 nm for CdSe.2 These observations have led us to
seek an underlying factor governing morphology. We have sought
inspiration in the magic numbers approach widely used in under-
standing the structures of metal and noble gas clusters.3

The model is based on a consideration of atomic arrangement
in the crystallites at each possible stage during the growth of a
tetrapod. The relative energy of different configurations follow the
ratio of surface atoms to the total number of atoms. To create a
frame of reference, the variation of percentage of surface atoms
(SAP) with total number of atoms (Ta) for various commonly
observed morphologies is shown in Figure 1 (see Supporting
Information for mathematical relations). The calculations were
carried out for closed shell structures.

The tetrahedral shape has the highest number of closed shell
configurations for a given number of atoms. The tetrahedral shape
that seeds tetrapods has the highest SAP and, by implication, the
highest energy (among common morphologies). Significantly, the
differences in SAP between various morphologies are between 2
and 15%. For example, when the number of atoms,Ta > ∼500,
the tetrahedral structure has∼13 and∼7% higher SAP than the
corresponding regular cuboctahedral and octahedral structures.

The SAP changes accompanying the branched growth of
tetrahedral seeds to tetrapods are obtained forhcp branches with
either triangular or hexagonal shapes. The branches were assumed
to grow as is experimentally observed out of a triangular face on
the tetrahedron. The number of atoms ina andb close-packed layers
for the triangular branch are dependent on the number of atom layers
(N) in the tetrahedron in the following way:

For the hexagon-shaped branch, the number of close-packed
atoms ina andb layers are obtained in terms of the edge length of
the hexagon (D) in units of atoms. The dimensions of the largest

hexagon that can be grown on a tetrahedron withN atom layers is
D ) (N + 2)/3. Thus

The above expressions are valid whenD g 2. To identify the
surface atoms, the atoms shadowed by an over-layer were identified
using the following expressions for triangular branches:

For hexagonal branches

Subtraction of the shadowed atoms from the total atoms following
the addition of the respective over-layer yields the number of surface
atoms.

The change in SAP accompanying the growth of initial atom
layers of four hexagonal branches from a cubic tetrahedral seed is
shown in Figure 2. Perhaps, contrary to intuition, the onset of
branching leads to a dramatic lowering in the number of surface
atoms compared to growing another layer on the tetrahedral seed.
A similar change accompanies the growth of the triangular branch
(see Supporting Information, Figure S1). The lower SAP gives the
branched structure a lower internal energy (high lattice energy).
The structures with the above atomic arrangements are far more

a layer) [N(N + 1)]/2; b layer) [(N - 1)N]/2

Figure 1. Plot showing the changes in the surface atom percentage (SAP)
with increase in the total number of atoms for different crystal morphologies.
In the case of a cube, three different close-packing schemes are illustrated.
Inset shows a TEM image of CdTe tetrapods with an arm diameter of 4
nm (reproduced with permission from ref 2g).
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likely to persist in solution by virtue of its lower energy than a
tetrahedron with similar number of atoms.

The initial fall in SAP for a tetrapod is strongly dependent on
the number of atoms in the tetrahedron. To compare branches
originating at different points, each point is associated with
∆SAPmax, the maximum difference in the SAPs of branched and
unbranched structures with the same number of atoms. A size can
be assigned to the number of atoms in the seed and the branch
based on the lattice constants of CdSe.∆SAPmax values for
hexagonal branches of different diameters are shown in Figure 3
(see Supporting Information, Figure S2). A strong dependence with
size is seen in both cases. In the case of hexagonal branches, a
maximum gain in SAP of 4.1 is seen when the diameter of the
branch (edge length) is 3.5 nm. The gain in SAP diminishes beyond
this point. In the case of triangular branches, a more substantial
gain of 8.3% is seen, accompanying a broad peak with a maximum
in the range of 2-4 nm. The size regime indicated as favorable by
SAP gain (shaded area, Figure 3) reproduces very well the size
regime in which tetrapods are experimentally obtainable.

The above calculations suggest that branching in semiconductor
nanocrystals is driven by minimizing the number of surface atoms
and consequently lowering internal energy or maximizing lattice
energy. The idea explains why a wide variety of precursors without
any templates can grow into these branched structures. One common
observation concerning the tetrapodal growth is the necessity of
maintaining a high precursor concentration during growth. We

speculate that such conditions are necessary to create the high-
energy tetrahedral seed that subsequently grow into tetrapods. The
unit cell dimensions for zinc blende CdS, CdSe, and CdTe are 0.582,
0.605, and 0.648 nm, respectively. One would expect on the basis
of this growth model that the lateral dimensions of the experimen-
tally obtained rods and tetrapods for all these materials would be
similar. Indeed, experimentally obtained rods and tetrapods of these
material fall in the same size regime, despite a rich diversity in
precursors and conditions employed for growth of these structures.
The branching of tetrapods to yield hyper-branched structures4 and
dendrites could well be governed by SAP gain.

Several other studies suggest that growth in nanodimensional
systems is governed by the need to conserve the number of surface
atoms.3,5 Tetrahedral seeds condense to form multiply twinned
nanocrystals driven by the need to maintain a lower SAP.5d

Configurations with the minimum number of surface atoms are
responsible for the stability associated with “magic number”
clusters. Such geometric shell effects are observed in gas phase
mass spectroscopic studies of metals, semiconductors, and inert
gases.3,5 The gain, measured in terms of SAP, that governs these
structures is very similar to that in Figure 3.

The agreement between the size regimes predicted by the
calculation and the dimensions of experimentally obtained tetrapods
is striking. Therefore, it seems likely that, not withstanding other
steps in the growth process, the formation of the low-energy
branched structures is a very important step governing the formation
of tetrapods. In light of the above observations, we are carefully
examining the various steps leading to the growth of nanocrystals
into other shapes.
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to derive Figure 1. Plots similar to Figures 2 and 3, showing changes
in SAP and∆SAPmax for triangular branches. This material is available
free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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Figure 2. Plot showing the changes in the surface atom percentage (SAP)
accompanying the growth of four hexagonal branches. The dotted line
represents the SAP profile that the seed would have adopted if branching
had not taken place. The atom layers (a and b) are marked in the curve
corresponding to the branched structure. For the purpose of calculations,
only anions were counted. The CdSe lattice of either structure is made of
close-packed anionic layers.

Figure 3. Plot showing changes in the maximum difference in the surface
atom percentage (∆SAPmax) between the tetrahedron and the corresponding
structures with four hexagonal branches grown from a CdSe seed. The edge
length refers to the edge length of the hexagon; the base length pertains to
the length of the tetrahedral face from which the branch grows. The size
regime for experimentally obtained tetrapods is shaded.
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